WATER PLAY

Playing with water is a great way for babies to explore, experiment and discover while practicing fine motor skills and language development.

MATERIALS

- Water
- Shallow containers
- Safe water toys,
- Safe kitchen items (turkey baster, funnel, measuring cups, etc.)

HOW TO PLAY

Fill a basin or container with shallow water, then place various toys within reach, encouraging exploration and interaction. Demonstrate to your child how to use toys, pour water and create splashes.

Safety tip: Always supervise your child as they play with these items and water, even in shallow amounts.

LET’S TALK ABOUT IT!

- Ask questions and make predictions: “What happens when you pour water into this cup?” “What colors do you see in the water?” “Do you think this toy will float or sink?”
- Expand their vocabulary: use words like splash, pour, fast, slow, float, sink